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Trust in Water

What sort of regulator do we want to be?

Ex ante
Prescriptive
Interventionist
One size fits all
Regulatorfocussed
Administrative

Ex post
Framework-based
Targeted
Variable
Customerfocussed
Pro-market

Variable assurance
Market intelligence
Two-way, proactive
stakeholder engagement
Transparency
Trust in Water
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Water 2020 is a key lever for delivering our vision
The Water2020 programme is about challenging ourselves to
identify where (and how) we might change our approach to
regulating water and sewerage services, to deliver:

• trust and confidence;
• UK and Welsh Government’s legislative commitments;
and
• Ofwat as a trusted and respected regulator, challenging
ourselves and others
From a practical perspective this means:
• developing and implementing the upstream market in
England;
• developing and delivering the an efficient and effective
methodology for the 2019 price review;
• supporting the development of retail competition for nonhouseholds; and
• understanding the resilience duty.
Trust in Water
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There are strong drivers for change
Other regulatory
proposals
Abstraction reform
Reform of water
resource management
plans

Water Act
Retail
Upstream reforms
UK and Welsh
Government guidance
Resilience duty

PR14 lessons
Policy
Process
People

Water 2020

Long term challenges
Population growth
Climate change
Rising customer
expectations

Established
challenges
Water scarcity
Affordability
Diminishing efficiencies

Enhancing sector ability to
create value for stakeholders

Trust in Water
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Use of regulatory tools to drive value creation and allocation

Outcomes and customer
engagement

Creating value

Well functioning markets

Allocating value

Environment
–
addressing
challenges

Customers
– lower bills,
social tariffs

“More for less”
Effective monopoly regulation

Investors –
maintaining
confidence

Risk and reward package

Trust in Water
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Water 2020 priorities and implications for regulation

What do we want to achieve now?

Future of
customer
engagement?

Development
of 2017 retail
market?

Role of the
RCV beyond
2020?

Sector behaves and operates in a more
competitive market (creating financial and
physical value)
How?
- Improved incentives to manage business
over longer term (less emphasis on Price
Reviews) with on-going, dynamic and
responsive relationship with customers
- Companies look beyond their own supply
boundary (eg for raw water)
- Support for the development of markets
defined under the Water Act 2014 (eg nonhousehold retail)
- Strong incentives for monopolies to act in
customer interest (e.g. concept of
enhanced companies)
- Active investors joining the sector

Trust in Water

Setting
efficient price
signals?

Information
and
incentives in
wholesale
services?

Use of whole
regulatory
toolkit at
PR19?
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Next steps and engagement

Topic: Issues paper
Objective: Discuss
challenges to sector
and issues for W2020
to address

Ofwat
consultations

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Topic: Consultation paper
Objective: Seek out
proposed approach to
competition and regulation

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Responses and
follow up

Initial discussions

Resilience duty:
consultation

Discuss responses
to consultation and
proposed approach
to addressing
issues

Trust in Water

Resilience
duty: Final
approach
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